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Fig. 1 Canoe trap distribution. 
APHIC RANGE 
(as indicated by available 
Northeast China, with almost 
coastline. Main offshoots 
found as far east as the 
in China. The best, as well as the earliest, descriptions of canoe traps are derived 
from accounts of European travelers in China. Most writers credit China with the 
invention of the canoe trap, but the most primitive forms still extant are found in the 
Ganges delta area of India. Many prototypes and intermediate stages are still repre-
sented and preserved in the isolated marshes and calm, forgiving inlets and lagoons 
of the Ganges delta and the Southeast Asia littoral. It seems likely that such areas 
were more "forgiving" of mistakes and poor or amateurish workmanship than the 
more open and is tempting to tie this canoe 
in with the Southeast proposed by Sauer, Solheim, 
tend to agree with 
DEVELOPMENT 
I will leave the navigation to those who know 
will deal with those aspects that relate to fishing and the trial-and-crror type of 
engineering that lead to the less-sophisticated, nonsailing outrigger canoe. The most 
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Fig. 4 Ramp traps. 
multi-unit variation on the raft trap technique, the horizontal "veranda nets" of the 
eastern Mediterranean and Caspian seas are laid in a floating circle around a set of 
vertical gill nets that have already trapped a school of fish. The fishermen then enter 
the circle (see Figs. 6-A and 6-B) and splash vigorously to scare the fish into gilling 
themselves on the vertical hanging nets or into jumping onto the horizontal nets 
(von Brandt 1972: 106, 109-110). 
A further adaptation combines the fish corral or fish weir made of stakes with 
both horizontal and vertical nets with a funnel leading into one section. The Adriatic 
Sea variety of the "veranda net" attached to a framework of stakes (see Figs. 6-C and 
6-C') is related to the Indonesianjermal and si-stji fish ramps (see Fig. 2-A) and to a 
similar Chinese method of "fishing in the air" with "winged" nets (see Fig. 7), 
which, unlike the jermal funnel trap, has the advantage of catching fish on either the 
incoming or the outgoing tide (von Brandt 1972: 107-108). These barriers are "T"-
shaped in cross-section (sec Figs. 7-C and 7-0) and many later versions of Chinese 
mobile canoe traps utilize this idea of both a vertical and a horizontal net at the head 
of the fish ramp. A very functional canoe trap with tow ramps and a vertical net 
along the central axis of the boat is also used. This combined fish trap technique 
could have been synergized by some fisherman familiar with the fish ramp, the 
winged Chinese aerial nets, and dugout canoes. 
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The most common or chanchi type (see Fig. 
narrow raft made up by a row of white 
side. These stems \vell as induce the mullet to J 
fall onto the raft, since white is the most visible color underwater as it reflects light. 
This chali/chanchi raft trap has two main additions. In Murshidabed district the 
raft traps have bamboo reinforcing poles to stretch and strengthen them, plus a long, 
narrow net along the back to discourage escape. The other addition is used at Muz-
zaffarpur; bundles of reeds and jute stems are tied to the margins of the raft to form a 
shallow tray so that fish cannot swim or splash their way back off the mat. Instead of 
being towed by the wading fishermen, these two more sophisticated models of the 
chali raft trap are . with a boat (see Fig. 5) (Hornell 1950· 
From this model, step to substitute a dugout 
raft to arrive at a 
Among the fOrlns between the ramp/trap traps and 
the peculiar type Pvluzaffarpur (see Fig. 12-C). 
dugout canoe is cut level so that a screen 
can be hinged in ramp into the hold of the 
this chota sirki variation, or "cut-side canoe trap," is unseaworthy and would ship 
water in waves of any size, it is very useful in quiet, shallow lagoons for harvesting 
smaller species, juvenile stages oflarger fishes, and shrimp, none of which can jump 
very high. The great numbers of these species, which spend their early life cycles in 
the shallowest waters-where larger predators are at a disadvantage and detrital 
food is greatest-make this modification worthwhile. On moonlit nights, mullet 
swimming nearby become frightened when they come against the screens and try to 
leap, only to fall within the canoe. This canoe-and-ramp method is very commonly 
employed throughout countries (Hornell 1950: 1 
Canton, Formosa, and the Yangtze River delta 
mard 1965: 69-70). Vietnamese, and Thai all make 
it, although regional in detail (see Fig. 8). In 
people of the districts Pabna specialize in the chali 
fishing and have the manipulation of the 
of these devices. Staunton (in 1797) describes 
China who raise the ramp of the canoe trap (called pa-pak-teng) with strings to turn 
leaping fish into the boat before they flop off (Gudger 1937: 296-297). This observa-
tion is supported by Pol Korrigan (writing in 1909) who states that this method of 
fishing with boats equipped with white-painted, hinged boards or ramps is practiced 
sparingly in various parts of China but most often in northeast China (the Grand 
Canal section above the Blue River). Gudger (1937:301) comments on this report 
that the ramp "is apparently hinged so that in case of rain it might be turned up and 
made to serve as boat." Also, raising the 
reduced drag travel. Sometimes two 
parallel to each other the current to form a "double 
and to catch larger over one canoe, especially 
the Han River to 70). 
The advantage it can be moved and is small 
operated by a two-man requiring large numbers 
China there are a Ilumber of variations, often showing influence from the Chinese 
aerial or winged nets where vertical and horizontal nets arc joined above the water-
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line in a cross or to avoid the lower barrier 
the upper vertical 
around them. On (see Fig. 8-C), the central 
deflects the fish trying to jump over the ramp, into the bottom of the boat (Paris 
1955: 59). 
Fishermen using this technique row slowly-in daylight, by night in the moon-
light, or by torchlight on moonless nights-in shallow water not far from the beach 
where they expect to find jumping fish. The beat the water with their oars or bang 
on the boat's side with a stick to make noise and cause vibration. The fish and 
shrimp, frightened by the commotion, flee from the beach area toward deeper wa-
ter. Confronted hanging over the side, they 
into the boat. Somctirncs suspended from the boat so that 
shallow bottom or water under the boat to further 
mullet to jump away underneath the boat 
1972: 108). 
The tilted canoe broom-and-funnel method is a very 
for fishing in shallow rock ballast in the bow tilts 
that the depressed gunwale holding the ramp is only a few inches above thc watcr. In 
this way the outrigger boom on the upraised side rides high in the air and sometimes 
carries a net stretched across it to catch the larger, more vigorous fish to deflect them 
back into the hold. As the extended boom with its attached brushes scrape the bot-
tom of the lagoon the frightened fish are funneled toward the boat where the white 
ramp alongside the length of the canoe forces them to jump up so that they usually 
land in the hold of the canoe (see Fig. 9). In this awkward posture, the canoe trap is 
either poled or paddled along in quiet, shallow waters (often right at the shoreline). 
This method is often twilight hours, as man v 
the shallows to feed and reflective white ramps 
tive in attracting prey at night. This sophisticated 
typified by the ka/Clskai Philippines (see Fig. 9-A), 
in Thailand (von Annam, Bengal, and Burma, 
Francis Day in 1883 (Gudger 1937: 303-305). 
kas is undoubtedly Malayo-Polynesian words kolekole 
canoe) and kolek (a small fishing boat) (Haddon 1920: 117-118). 
Another example of the rearrangements and recombinations of fishing and boat-
ing devices is found on the southern coast of India. Here the double canoe is com-
bined with the canoe trap technique to form a peculiar craft that greatly resembles a 
single-canoe trap in operation. This method, called changodam or changapayikkal (see 
Fig. lO-B) , would be especially efficient in narrow, dead-end channels where fish are 
bottled up between the banks and the double-canoe trap. According to Hornell 
(1950:106), this comparatively recent, dating, 
from about the This method is a further 
the double-canoe River and Canton, mentioned 
Hornell (1970: double outrigger canoes arc 
and give rise to degeneration of one outrigger 
the Madagascar outnggers (which were dominant 
1600) seem to lose outrigger boom and reduce 
boom. As will be seen, this theory is probably incorrect due to Hornell's 19norance 
of the vezo communal method of employing canoe traps for offshore fishing. This 
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Fig . 9 Ramp and broom traps. 
error points out the perils of trying to trace sailing vessel origins without consider-
ing the fishing methods that may have been associated with them. 
This vezo method (Fig. 11), a combination of the canoe trap and the veranda net 
technique, is used in southern Madagascar where a whole village is involved and the 
fishermen operate offshore in deep water to catch surface-feeding schools of jack fish 
and large, mature mullet, which often jump clear of the water either in their feeding 
frenzy or to evade pursuit (Angot 1961: 158-159) . Double outrigger canoes are used 
in which the second outrigger has only a frame with the float missing. Both out-
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Fig. 10 Double canoe trap. 
rigger booms of each boat in a semicircular line are covered with nets and over-
lapped with the outrigger booms of other canoes in a shingle-like arrangement to 
form a continuous net similar to a veranda net, with canoe hulls at regular intervals 
and a vertical gill net along the front of the whole line. Several chase boats herd a 
school of fish into the semicircle and close it to trap the school in a manner similar to 
the Mediterranean veranda net technique (see Fig. 6). This cooperative, deep-water 
method is much more efficient than the individual boats used in shallow-water, 
Southeast Asian environs as well as demonstrating a synergism of the Western 
veranda nets with the Eastern canoe traps. 
A further advantage of this vezo method is that the outrigger nets duplicate the 
complete encirclement by floating Mediterranean veranda nets while retaining the 
mobility of single canoes, which can be quickly uncoupled and go their own way 
with their share of the catch. The boats can then scout for a new school of fish or can 
return home. 
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Fig. 11 Oceanic canoe traps. 
OUTRIGGER CANOE EVOLUTION 
The vezo method of Madagascar is of importance since Hornell (1970: 269-
270)-using Madagascar's peculiar double outrigger canoes as part of his 
reasoning-states that the double outrigger is the older form and degenerates into 
the single outrigger, although some authorities (Doran per. comm., 1977) disagree. 
However, since the loss of the second float is probably related to communal fishing 
methods such as the vezo technique, I suggest that this loss is a functional adaptation 
rather than a degeneration. The reason for considering the double outrigger canoe as 
newer and more sophisticated is that it is more stable than the single outrigger canoe 
under conditions of shifting, gusty winds such as near rain squalls. (I. e., as a double 
outrigger canoe starts to heel over in a sudden, dangerous gust, the lee side float will 
plunge under the water surface where its buoyancy will tend to retard further capsiz-
ing and will return the boat to an upright position. At the same time the increased 
drag of this submerged float also starts to turn the bow of the canoe away from the 
wind, thereby reducing the canoe-and-sail surface area exposed to the full force of 
the wind gust-a self-righting safety feature inherent in the design of the double 
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Fig. 12 Ramp trap evolution. 
outrigger. In the meantime, the windward outrigger acts as a balance board upon 
which the alert boatmen can quickly throw their weight to help counteract the cap-
sizing motion [Doran 1974: 137] .) I agree with the theory that the double outrigger 
canoe is a more recent and seaworthy adaptation than the single outrigger canoe. 
Two hypotheses concerning the origin of outrigger canoes are listed by Haddon 
(1920 : 69-134). One hypothesis states that the single outrigger canoe is a degenera-
tive form of the double canoe in which one canoe is replaced by a single outrigger's 
float. Haddon's other hypothesis is that the double outrigger canoes originate from 
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sailing rafts whose the others. The sailing ran 
ates until only three become the dugout with 
On the other hand, believes that the double 
developed from the Burmese rice boat of inland rivers. This rice boat is basically a 
dugout canoe with the sides built up with planks to increase its size and with two 
horizontal runways, which extended overboard on each side, for use in poling the 
boat through shallow waters. From these long runways, Hornell suggests, double 
outrigger booms developed for balance and floats were eventually added to give 
hydrodynamic lift on the lee side. 
My own theory is that the single outrigger canoe trap originated from the Gange-
tic raft trap, and double outrigger canoe The 
sophisticated and single outrigger canoe is 
kalaskas type found A frer the catch was secured, 
net and ramp booms extended as counter-balances so 
man's weight could from one side to the other to 
den wind gusts either direction. This 
advantage over the float may be on the lee side 
not available for use as a balance board against which the fisherman can brace him-
self. 
When a particular spot has been fished out, the outrigger ramps and nets can be 
unlashed and reshuffled to facilitate moving. Day-to-day experiments with the ship-
ping and unshipping of these outboard mats, ramps, and brooms may have pro-
vided the process by which outrigger devices as instruments of balance and increased 
seaworthiness were developed. If wind and subsequent wave choppiness increased 
while fishing or while moving across deeper water to another likely fishing spot, the 
ramps and nets both touched the water, 
bilge cocks to retard these practical observations, 
the boatmen learned hollow, buoyant bamboo on 
further help counteract side to the other. Eventually 
booms proved morc moving across rough waters 
supports for nets and shallow-water 
vice like the ramp which gave rise to the outboard 
the mobile fish trap or canoe trap-used only in shallow and protected waters-may 
have found a new functional adaptation as a floatation and stabilizing device for 
progressively more seaworthy and seagoing outrigger sailing canoes. These sailing 
outrigger canoes then ventured successfully into the expanses of open sea beyond the 
bays and between the islands of the Far Eastern archipelago until such migrations as 
the colonization of Borneo, and even Madagascar, were possible. 
Haddon (1920: 122,130) states that double outriggers are most stable (less likely 
to capsize), and are offshore work, especially 
probably accounts Javanese plank-built boats 
riggers. Single commonly used as small, 
boats, and the dOll bIe work (Hornell 1920: 11 
this is true because in sudden wind and weathel 
as rain squalls. I 
tected, nearshore vertical nets to augmem 
off the left side of the canoe. This left-side ramp would not interfere with the rowing 
of right-handed boatmen in inshore waters as much as a right-handed ramp. 
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Fig. 14 Ramp and funnel traps. 
CONCLUSION 
In brief, for the logical sequence of stages in the evolutionary development of the 
outrigger canoe from fish traps, I suggest the following models (see Figs. 13 and 14), 
which are parallel and probably merge to give the more sophisticated stages: (1) 
Ramp and funnel elements of the passive fish ramp plus dugout canoe give mobile 
canoe trap; (2) Aerial winged-nets or Chinese T -shaped nets plus dugout canoe give 
mobile canoe trap; (3) Canoe trap plus double canoe gives Changodam-type double 
canoe trap; (4) Canoe trap plus veranda net gives vezo communal canoe trap; (5) 
Canoe trap plus broom gives kalaskas canoe trap; and (6) Canoe trap plus floats give 
outrigger canoe. 
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